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ABSTRACT

In recent years, Chile has seen the emergence of a dynamic network of local film
festivals. Besides older and recognized film festivals in Valdivia and Santiago,
such as FICValdivia (established 1994) and FIDOCS (established 1997), and the
historic Viña del Mar (established 1967, revived 1990), during the 2000s many other
festivals were created throughout the country. Based on long-term ethnographic
fieldwork among Chilean film professionals in national and transnational settings,
this essay provides an overview of the emergence of film festivals in Chile, related
to both local and global trends. These festivals have appeared in relation to the
blossoming of international film festivals worldwide and the constraints on local
exhibition in Chile, and as a result of the specific political and economic conditions
embedded in new national cultural polices which have enabled their existence.
The article traces these articulations, and compares the specific trajectories of the
most relevant Chilean film festivals nowadays, analyzing these events’ national
and transnational connections.

KEYWORDS Film festivals; Latin American cinema; film exhibition; transnational cinema; national

cinema

Introduction
On the afternoon of 26 October 2011, the central square of Quilpué, a little
town in the V Region of Chile, was bustling with people. There was a screen
in the middle of the square, in front of the town hall, facing an open-air
cinema created for the occasion. Men were installing a discolored red carpet
leading to the stage, attempting to cover the cables of the sound mixer and
the lights. Next to the installation were food carts selling street food and
children running around playing, while two Chilean quiltros (mongrel street
dogs) were asleep on the red carpet, having found a perfect spot to receive
the spring sun. The installation process looked a bit muddled, though the
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workers seemed relaxed. Other people looked rather more stressed: two
journalists and a photographer working for the local radio station, dressed
very formally, were desperately looking for interviewees. Toward 7 pm, more
people arrived in the square and began to take their seats. The organizers
turned on the lights and called people on the loudspeakers. The fourth
edition of the Festival de Cine Chileno (FECICH, Chilean Film Festival)
was about to start, and they invited everyone in town to come closer and
enjoy the film that was going to open the festival.
On the red carpet, people from the Chilean audiovisual world – television
actors and film directors – were being photographed in formal dresses and suits.
The journalists asked for some words from the local stars, as reporters would
do at the film stars’ arrivals on the Cannes red carpet. The efforts to resemble
international events in this little town were rather surprising, although the
festival ‘locality’ was obvious from the general atmosphere. Despite the ‘glamor’,
Quilpué’s red carpet was not very formal, but rather full of laughter, hugs, and
jokes between the director and producers of the festival and the guests. The
opening ceremony was performed as an act of sociality that seemed to reinforce ties between the festival director, the special guests, and the filmmakers.
Quilpué’s ‘Chilean’ film festival promoted the encounter of the national professionals’ network, and helped regional professionals position themselves on
the national map. Thus, the program showed exclusively Chilean films, and
included a category of ‘regional’ films for students and professionals from the
V region.
FECICH is one of many film festivals that has emerged in Chile in the last
decade. Many Chilean film professionals are under the impression that nowadays ‘every Chilean town has a festival’, alluding to this proliferation. Besides
the long-established and recognized film festivals in Valdivia (FICValdivia),
Santiago (the documentary and short-film festivals FIDOCS and FESANCOR)
and the historic Viña del Mar (FICViña), during the 2000s many other festivals were created in various cities and small towns. SANFIC, Cine//B, In-edit,
FECISO, and FEMCINE appeared in Santiago, in addition to festivals in the
north of Chile (Arica, Antofagasta, Iquique and Ovalle), in the Central Valley
(Valparaíso, Quilpué, Talca, Rengo, Chillán), and in the south (Lebu, Puerto
Varas, Chiloé, Coyhaique). Some of these disappeared after a couple of years,
and others have been closed for some time due to lack of funding, but most
of them still exist today. There are around 52 local festivals still active, mostly
during spring and summer September–March (CAIA 2014). This flourishing
mediascape relates to the constraints and possibilities of production and exhibition in the country, as well as the increasing internationalization of the Chilean
field of film production. The expansion of festivals has gone hand in hand with
the development of national cinema in Chile in the last 20 years, and has helped
enhance the possibilities for not only the exhibition of national film, but also
the construction of a professional film network in Chile.
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This article explores the emergence of this dynamic network of local film
festivals, presenting an overview of the Chilean festival landscape. It accounts
for the trajectories of the main festivals in the country and the constitution of
a festival network including smaller events that have come together during
the 2000s. The research is based on extensive ethnographic fieldwork among
Chilean film professionals conducted between 2011 and 2014 in national and
transnational settings, and attempts to contextualize these events in relation
to the local and international trends that have enabled the expansion of the
national circuit. The article first focuses on the history, aims, and character of
the main Chilean film festivals, and how their trajectories are marked by the
recent internationalization of the local field and its transnational connections. It
then describes the emergence of smaller events and their relation to changes in
local cultural polices. Lastly, it examines the role of local festivals in the national
context, providing an overview of the Chilean film festival world.

Key Chilean film festivals and international context
Film festivals can be understood as mediascapes (Appadurai 1996) in which
circuits of production, distribution, and consumption enable the transnational
mobility of images, ideas, and identities. Festivals have largely been understood as a tightly woven network ‘with nodes and nerve endings’ (Elsaesser
2005, 87) which, taken together and in sequence, form a ‘circuit’ (Iordanova
and Rhyne 2009), namely a cluster of consecutive international venues to
which film professionals from different parts of the world travel. Film festivals
constitute a complex global platform that is simultaneously a marketplace, a
cultural showcase, and a competitive venue, where diverse professional and
institutional agendas converge and different agents interact through an overlapping set of exchanges. The festival circuit can be understood as an active
system (Gell 1999) that incorporates the relationships between peoples and
films, and peoples through films, constituting the contemporary international
field of ‘independent,’ ‘art,’ and ‘world’ cinema. In this context, festivals have
also contributed to the making of ‘small’ national cinemas (Chan 2011, 253),
such as the Chilean one.
The emergence of film festivals in Chile relates to this blossoming of international film festivals worldwide, a global phenomenon that responds to the uneven conditions of international markets. Facing the dominance of blockbusters
in multiplex showcases around the world since the 1990s (cf. Thompson and
Bordwell 2003, 683–687), film festivals address a ‘niche market,’ which corresponds to a re-configuration of the global market of ‘world,’ ‘alternative’ film
of which festivals are the main sponsors. International festivals are currently
the most important places for peripheral cinemas to reach global audiences
(Iordanova 2010, 9) in the context of the economic dominance of Hollywood
film production and the hegemony of its narrative conventions. International
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festivals have historically been considered as a space of resistance to this type
of cinema (Elsaesser 2005, 88), promoting cinema as an art form that moves
away from the mainstream industrial conditions of film production. Festivals
have become what institutional sociologists define as ‘field-configuring events’
(Lampel and Meyer, 2008, 1026),1 which are both products and producers
of creative fields. That is to say, festivals nowadays are the main hubs for the
constitution of the international field of film production, and gatekeepers of
the latest ‘alternative cinema’.
Film festivals have been important for Chilean film professionals at least
since the 1960s, when international festivals became important focal points for
the spread of the New Latin American Cinema (Martin 1997, 15). The emergence of the oldest and largest film festivals in the country was entwined with
the international trend to build alternative spaces for non-mainstream cinema.
Similarly to the international events, local festivals aimed to increase access to
more art-oriented forms of film production, and create hubs to promote local
cinephilia, which looked not only to relatively limited national production
but also to international trends in alternative cinema. From the 2000s onward,
Chilean film professionals began to acknowledge the significance of the international circuit for the increase in local film production and the role festivals
played in enhancing the visibility, distribution, and funding of their films.
This renewed interest in international film festivals has coincided with the
transformations undergone by these events, which in the last decade have
increasingly helped to fund Latin American cinema (see Falicov [2010]), and
have opened spaces for international market exchanges under Peranson’s ‘business model’ of festivals (2009, 25–26). Chilean film professionals’ attention
has been attracted by not only the exhibition possibilities but also the importance of co-production meetings, training panels, pitching forums, and the
like, held in the ‘Industry sections’ of the festivals. These are places set for
business and networking activities, which have proliferated in recent years,
turning festivals into nodal points for film production and distribution (Vallejo
2014). The transformation and expansion of the main long-standing Chilean
film festivals follows this international trend, and the local events are turning
into more industry-oriented festivals, while at the same time aiming to retain
their cinephilic orientation. Chilean festivals have reinforced their international
connections, and have also become centers for the professional training of local
filmmakers, who learn about the latest trends in global cinema at these events.
The cases of the four main Chilean film festivals, the Festival Internacional de
Cine de Viña del Mar (FICViña, Viña del Mar International Film Festival), the
Festival Internacional de Cine de Valdivia (FICValdivia, Valdivia International
Film Festival), the Festival Internacional de Documentales de Santiago (FIDOCS,
Santiago International Film Festival), and the Santiago Festival Internacional
de Cine (SANFIC, Santiago International Film Festival), will shed some light
on these trajectories.
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FICViña, Viña del Mar International Film Festival
FICViña is the oldest film festival in the country, and one of the oldest in Latin
America, although after its emergence in 1967 it was interrupted for two decades during the military regime, coming to life again only in 1990. The festival’s
edition of 1969 is often deemed one of the most (if not the most) important
events in the history of Chilean cinema. Along with its predecessor of 1967,
the 1969 festival symbolizes the emergence of the Nuevo Cine Chileno (New
Chilean Cinema) of the late 1960s. The three foundational films of the New
Chilean Cinema were premiered in the 1969 festival’s competition, Tres tristes
tigres (Three Sad Tigers, Raúl Ruiz, 1968), El chacal de Nahueltoro (Jackal of
Nahueltoro, Miguel Littín, 1969), and Valparaíso mi amor (Valparaíso My Love,
Aldo Francia, 1969). As well as the local movement, the festival is considered
to be the starting point of the regional Nuevo Cine Latinoamericano (New
Latin American Cinema), most of whose representatives it brought together.2
The Viña del Mar festival has its origins in the Festival de Cine aficionado
(Amateur Film Festival) promoted by the Cine-Club of Viña del Mar between
1963 and 1965. The Cine-Club was founded on 20 August 1962 by the amateur
film director Aldo Francia. Formed by a group of enthusiastic moviegoers,
one of the Cine-Club’s objectives was to promote the first film festival in the
country, which took place between 7 and 13 February 1963 at the Municipal
Theatre of Viña del Mar. The competition was divided into different amateur
categories (Documentary, Fiction, and Fantasy and Family) for national films,
and the Paoa de Oro (Golden Paoa3) was awarded for Best Film in Color, Best
Cinematography, Best Screenplay, and Best Editing. The festival went international in 1964, and accepted both Chilean and foreign films, including works
from the US, Czechoslovakia, Spain, Venezuela, Cuba, England, Scotland,
Canada, and Germany. Alongside the competition was held a photography
exhibition on the history of cinema. For the 1965 edition, the festival invited
participants from cine-clubs around the world, and introduced special photography awards and an Audience Award.
In 1966, the festival began to be reframed exclusively as a local encounter
(see Francia [1990]). What was now called the ‘Film Festival’ was aimed only
at Chilean filmmakers, focusing on documentary and experimental films in 16
and 35 mm. This edition is also known as the first festival of Chilean cinema,
since alongside the film screenings took place the ‘First Meeting of Chilean
Filmmakers,’ to discuss the future of cinema in the country and to seek to create
a ‘Cinema Law’ to protect and facilitate local production, a struggle in which
filmmakers had been involved since the early 1940s. Also for the first time, both
the School of Experimental Film at the University of Chile and the Film Institute
of the Catholic University participated in the event, as they had previously
refused to compete in a non-professional event. The main Paoa Awards went
to members of those universities: Aborto (Abortion) by Pedro Chaskel (1965,
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University of Chile) won the Best Fiction Film in 35 mm, and Faro Evangelistas
(Evangelistas Lighthouse) by Rafael Sánchez (1964, Catholic University) won
the Best Documentary in 35 mm. The award for Best Documentary in 16 mm
was given to the first Chilean ethnographic film, Andacollo (1958) by Nieves
Yankovic and Jorge di Lauro.
In 1967, the festival was again opened to the international arena, although
this time exclusively Latin America, and its name was changed to the Festival
de Cine Latinoamericano de Viña del Mar (Viña del Mar Latin American Film
Festival), also called the ‘First Meeting of Latin American Filmmakers’.4 The
decision to focus the festival on the continent had a political purpose, since it
was intended to support the revolutionary and anti-colonial movements of the
time. The festival expanded the competition, including feature films from various Latin American countries (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Cuba, Chile, Mexico,
Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela), and the winning film was the Cuban Manuela
(1966) by Humberto Solás. As mentioned above, the festival is remembered
as the event that finally succeeded in gathering regional films and film directors, promoting a space for debate around similar problems affecting Latin
American filmmaking. It constituted a place to exchange ideas and experiences
between professionals and film students, and to create a shared sense of a Latin
American cinema.
The second Latin American Film Festival and Second Meeting of Latin
American Filmmakers took place in 1969, and had a similar approach. In
this year, the festival hosted some of the most outstanding representatives of
the New Latin American Cinema movement, which has subsequently been
considered to have been born at the festival: Pino Solanas and Raymundo
Gleyzer (Argentina), Glauber Rocha (Brazil), Santiago Álvarez (Cuba), and
Jorge Sanjinés (Bolivia). This was, however, the last International Film Festival
held in Viña del Mar before the military coup in 1973, after which social meetings and most cultural events were closed down. The Festival Internacional de
Cine Latinoamericano de Viña del Mar would not take place again until the
restoration of democracy in Chile in 1990.
Because of its importance in the 1960s, the festival has often been understood to have been the place of ‘the encounter’ for Latin American filmmakers (Francia 1990). During the festival’s rebirth, this imaginary of a historical
meeting place was reinforced, and the 1990 edition was also known as the
‘Festival of the Encounter’ of the filmmakers of the ‘two Chilean cinemas’ that
had developed during the dictatorship: the one repressed inside the country
and the one made in the exile (Mouesca 2005, 109). Thus, the festival marked a
new period in Chilean cinema and a renewed space for the exhibition of local
and regional cinema. Revived in 1990, the Viña del Mar International Film
Festival turned its scope from Latin America to the whole Ibero-American
space (including Spain). Its main aim continued to be to constitute a meeting
place for Latin American filmmakers, facilitating debate around production,
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distribution and exhibition conditions in the region, in order to promote the
development of Chilean and Latin American filmmaking and auteur cinema.
Since 2013, the festival has depended on the city council of Viña del Mar
(Department of Cinema), and has been organized in collaboration with the
University of Valparaíso, with the support of the higher education institute
Duoc UC Viña del Mar. The festival depends on the regional government, and
also has support from some private companies and the Chilean State, through
the Consejo Nacional de la Cultura y de las Artes (CNCA, National Council
for Culture and the Arts) and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Department
of Cultural Affairs). Like most Chilean film festivals, FICViña also collaborates with different professional organizations in the audiovisual sector, such
as the Asociación de Productores de Cine y Television de Chile (APCT, Chilean
Association of Film and Television Producers of Chile), and the Asociación
de Directores y Guionistas de Chile (ADG, Chilean filmmakers Association).
The festival venues are located in Viña del Mar and the regional capital,
Valparaíso. FICViña is still a competitive event, and lasts a week, including
the projection of around 300 films to approximately 35,000 spectators, mostly
university students and professionals (see FICViña [2015]). To fulfill its aims,
the festival has incorporated several complementary events to the film program,
such as parallel selections and retrospectives of specific countries and directors.5
In recent years, it has also created a space for academic meetings through specialized lectures and cinema books launches. The festival regularly organizes
seminars and debates on topics that are considered key to the development of
regional film, such as distribution, co-production, and digital technologies.
Despite still being one of the biggest festivals in Chile, FICViña no longer
holds a prominent position in the local field. For some Chilean film professionals, especially older ones, Viña del Mar continues to be one of the highlights in
the Chilean festival-scape, even when they no longer attend the event as much
as they used to. For most filmmakers, however, the festival has lost much of its
appeal. Some film critics and other professionals have tried to restore the festival’s prestige in recent years, as shown by the emergence of industry-oriented
and academic side events that complement the film program. Nevertheless,
the event has not yet retaken its position as the most relevant festival in the
country, and has been displaced by FICValdivia, FIDOCS, and SANFIC, the
new milestones of the Chilean festival world, where most Chilean professionals
meet every year and where the more recognized Chilean films are premiered.

FICValdivia, Valdivia International Film Festival
FICValdivia, organized in the town of Valdivia in Southern Chile, is arguably one
of the most important festivals in Chile. The capital of the Los Ríos region has a
significant student population, as it is home to the Austral University of Chile, and
is also a common tourist destination, since it is surrounded by native fauna and
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cold rainforest. The festival was created in 1993 to celebrate the 30th anniversary of
the University’s Cine-Club, and the institution collaborates with the organization
of the event to this day, along with the Centro de Promoción Cinematográfica de
Valdivia (CPCV, Centre of Cinema Promotion of Valdivia), a private organization
focused on the promotion of visual arts. The festival has been put together by an
independent organization for the last 20 years, although it is endorsed by the local
council and the regional government, and is financed by the Chilean Government
through the Fondo de Fomento Audiovisual (Fund for Audio-Visual Promotion,
FFA) and other private sponsors (see FICValdivia [2014]).
A competitive component called ‘Valdivia Cine & Video’ started in 1994
under the direction of Lucy Berkhoff. The festival expanded over the years,
and turned into an international event in 1998. It eventually became one of the
most important cultural events in Southern Chile, as well as a cultural referent
for film professionals and other artists in the rest of the country, who began to
attend the event, especially after the feature film competition category started
in 2001. The early versions of the festival were oriented to ecological issues,
and until today its award trophy represents the Pudú, a vulnerable species of
small deer of southern Chile. In 2002, with the collaboration of the recently
created CPCV, the festival became a more international event. In 2005, the
original organizing team resigned and responsibility for the festival switched
to the CPCV, including some organizers who still work there today. The festival was directed since 2006 by an academic from Austral University, Guido
Mutis, until his death in 2008. Between 2010 and 2013, it was directed by its
former executive producer Bruno Bettati, at the time president of the APCT
and founder of CinemaChile, a private agency aimed at promoting Chilean
cinema abroad. Since 2014, the festival has been directed by the former Artistic
Programmer, Raúl Camargo.6
Since its transformation in 2005, the event has taken a prominent position
in the Chilean festival landscape. Nowadays, the festival has a strong curatorial
line specialized in recent art cinema, which is shown in the main competition
(International feature film) and some parallel lineups. Additionally, FICValdivia
exhibits a sidebar of Chilean films and competitions for Chilean Feature Film,
Latin American Short films and, since 2014, Chilean-Argentinian Austral
Shorts. As Camargo notes, the non-competitive program includes national
and international historical retrospectives, as well as ‘small,’ ‘more risky,’ and
‘experimental’ films, meaning:
films that sometimes have been selected in the parallel sections of prestigious
international festivals, not necessarily in the main competition. We make the
parallel official here. This is a festival of discovery of those small, and in a way
fragile and unprotected films. (M.-P. Peirano, Interview with Raúl Camargo, April
23, 2015, Santiago, translated from Spanish by the author)

The festival also hosts an industry platform that includes co-production
sessions and a co-production forum (AustraLAB), as well as a competitive
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work-in-progress section, all aiming to promote the development of Chilean
and Latin American cinema (see FICV [2014]).
According to film critic, scriptwriter, and former director of FIDOCS
Gonzalo Maza, since the mid-2000s FICValdivia has also become the site
of the encounter of the new scene of Chilean cinema. To his understanding,
the starting point of the ‘new moment’ of Chilean cinema was the edition of
2005, which functioned as a founding moment of the Novísimo Cine Chileno
(‘Newest Chilean Cinema’, see Cavallo and Maza [2011]). Significant and
innovative films were premiered that year, such as Play (Alicia Scherson),
En la cama (In Bed, Matías Bize), La sagrada familia (The Sacred Family,
Sebastián Lelio), and Se arrienda (For Rent, Alberto Fuguet). According to
Maza, in 2005 most members of the Chilean professional network attended
the festival together, as a group of friends and colleagues, fostering a new
collective feeling: ‘it felt like there was a generational change in the air.’7 The
programming team also formed part of this new generation, with a different
vision of cinema, understood mainly as an art form. The festival became
a more cinephile-oriented event, with an explicit critical role to defend a
cinema that challenges conventional narrative forms.
The festival has positioned itself as the most important film event in the
country, widely recognized at a Latin American and international level, and
competing only with SANFIC in terms of audience attendance (see CNCA
[2013, 8–9]). The new position of FICValdivia as a privileged space for art
cinema in Chile recalls in many ways the role of FICViña in the 1960s. The
festival brings together some of the most prominent figures in the Chilean
film world, and reveals the values and dispositions of the local field regarding
cultural narratives of ‘art film.’ It has an impact on the configuration of the
local field of film production, working as a gatekeeper of art cinema in the
country. FICValdivia’s ‘position-taking’ (Bourdieu 1996, 231–234) entwines
with its aim to protect, above all, the artistic quality of the films it programs.
The festival has even turned into an international gatekeeper, adding prestige to
the international films shown there, which tend to increase their circulation and
recognition after the festival. FICValdivia represents itself as a national node of
‘global cinephilia’ (de Valck 2007), with strong connections to the international
festival circuit. It has built prestige among the global community of critics and
programmers, and its organizers have direct links with the most recognized
international festivals in the contemporary film world.8
This orientation has meant, however, that the festival has lost some of its popular base, originally grounded in local audiences. In recent years, the organization has tried to recapture some of these audiences by showing a variety of more
conventional films in the festival sidebars, while at the same time continuing to
perform an educative role by forming audiences for alternative types of cinema.
Thus, FICV promotes local cine-clubs and organizes free film classes and other
special events all year round, culminating in the festival every October.
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In addition, the festival aims to become a relevant business node for local
and regional filmmakers, contributing to their participation in international
networks of film production and circulation, thanks to the industry sections
of AustraLAB mentioned above. For example, the Cine sin fronteras (Cinema
Without Borders) section aims to establish formal relations between participants in two annual meetings: one gathering European distributors of independent cinema at the Latin American Film Festival of Toulouse (France) and
one in Chile. The annual meeting in Valdivia consists of an association of
independent Latin American distributers (LaRed) willing to distribute Latin
American films. The 3 Puertos Cine (Three Ports Cinema), organized in collaboration with the Buenos Aires Lab (BAL) of the Festival de Cine Independiente
de Buenos Aires (BAFICI, Festival of Independent Cinema of Buenos Aires) and
the International Film Festival Rotterdam (IFFR)’s CineMart, aims to support
regional film projects in development, providing counsel, and funding for their
international circulation.9 The new AustraLAB ProMeetings section aims to
enable the encounter between Latin American directors and producers and the
various international professionals attending FICValdivia, in order to present
and discuss their film projects.

FIDOCS, Santiago International Documentary Film Festival
FIDOCS is the main documentary film festival in Chile. Widely recognized
in Latin America, it has considerable prestige among local filmmakers, and
offers an important regional hub for the exchange, circulation, and visibility of
documentary film. The festival was founded in 1997 by the renowned Chilean
director Patricio Guzmán (La batalla de Chile, The Battle of Chile, 1975–1979),
who is still its president. After a decade as a relatively small – though ever-growing – space for the exhibition of documentary film, in 2008 it expanded and
took on a ‘new identity’ (FIDOCS 2008, 15) as a more consolidated event, and
one of the highlights of the Chilean festival calendar.
At this time, the festival began to be run by the Cultural Documentary
Corporation (CULDOC), a private non-profit organization, which aims to
promote documentary film among larger audiences and stimulate local film
production. CULDOC was formed by a group of well-known Chilean documentary filmmakers who had collaborated with the festival since its foundation.
The organization began developing strategies to strengthen FIDOCS ‘through
initiatives to ensure quality and continuity’ (CULDOC 2015), designing activities for the training and the dissemination of documentary film, and promoting
professional networking with other institutions pursuing the dissemination of
and access to cultural content. Indeed, the festival nowadays collaborates with
the main players in the Chilean audiovisual and cultural field, including filmmakers’ organizations, other national and international film festivals, national
and international government agencies, universities, and private investors.10
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Thanks to this expansion, the festival has played a part in the re-emergence
of the documentary in Chile during the last decade. FIDOCS has three main
competitive sections: Latin American Competition, National Competition, and
International Short Film Competition Monsieur Guillaume. It also shows a
variety of special programs, including the International Panorama, and special
focuses, homages, and retrospectives. Films are exhibited in art-house cinemas
in the center of Santiago, and the festival also has a special selection of movies
in competition exhibited online,11 in order to reach larger national and international audiences. In recent years, the program has gone beyond the conventional limits of the genre, exploring the relationships between documentary
and fiction film, video art and experimental cinema.
Like FICValdivia, in the Chilean film world FIDOCS represents an art-oriented event that annually gathers documentary filmmakers with a particular
auteurist drive. In addition, however, it has become a relevant industry hub
that promotes the commercialization of national documentaries, particularly in
relation to its national work-in-progress competition (‘First Cut’), overseen by
an international jury. The festival’s aim of promoting national film production
is also confirmed by the numerous educational and academic activities that
take place each year, such as the FIDOCS School, where selected students from
Santiago’s film and communication schools are invited to attend lectures by
international guests, the Master Classes (open lectures by directors whose films
are screened during the festival), and FIDOCS Editions, the festival’s publishing
arm, which launches academic or semi-academic books every year. Given the
multiple international networks that FIDOCS has developed, the festival also
serves as a local node for meeting international figures. It has hosted renowned
international guests as members of the jury, and/or as speakers in the aforementioned master classes (Peirano, forthcoming).12 The international approach of
FIDOCS contributes to its relatively long-standing position as a milestone in
the Chilean festival landscape, which, despite the event’s specialized character,
remains in constant dialogue with the Chilean film professionals’ network at
large. This internationalization has characterized the key film festivals in Chile,
such as the aforementioned FICValdivia, and SANFIC, discussed below.

SANFIC, Santiago International Film Festival
Created in 2005, SANFIC defines itself as ‘a movie platform, cultural, artistic, industrial, educational and privileged symbol of the city and the country’ (SANFIC 2015). The festival’s main interest is to create opportunities for
exchange between the local film industry and the international one, while also
helping to turn Santiago into a global city like other capitals in the world. This
international drive has been the festival’s aim since its creation. Carlos Núñez,
its founder, decided to create the festival after visiting BAFICI in 2001, where he
realized that the Chilean capital should also position itself in the international
film festival network:
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I asked myself, how is it possible that there was not an international film festival
in Santiago? This exciting dynamic that was happening around the world, cultural
exchanges, exchanges of ideas, images and films, was not taking place in Chile.
There were Valdivia and Viña, but I felt that neither of them at the time were in
line with what was happening internationally from the programming standpoint
[...] One of the first things we did was to have an art director, an editorial line that
would allow you to have an identity, a style … our own way of looking at film, and
having a window in Chile and Santiago on what was happening internationally
[…] 2005 also saw the emergence of all those new emerging Chilean filmmakers,
and that was also very exciting, because the festival also began to open a space
for these new filmmakers and there was a synergy with the flourishing of Chilean
cinema. (M.-P. Peirano, Interview with Carlos Núñez, January 17, 2012, Santiago,
translated from Spanish by the author)

Like FICValdivia, then, SANFIC supported the renewal of the Chilean field
of film production that started in the mid-2000s, and it has relied on many
international connections and guests (in fact, the first edition had the active
support of BAFICI). The festival changed the Chilean landscape, inaugurating
a different type of event in the country, more industry- and business-oriented
than others. It was the first festival to professionalize festival work, depending
on a full-time teamworking all the year round. It also started marketing strategies that would be followed by other local festivals, such as using an acronym
as a recognizable name. Unlike other national events, SANFIC does not rely
on state funding, but is mainly sponsored by private investors. The festival is
currently co-organized by CorpArtes, a private foundation that depends of
the national bank CorpBanca, and which aims to promote social development
through access to artistic and cultural expression. The festival’s organization
is developed in conjunction with the production company that founded it,
Storyboard Media, created by Carlos Núñez and Gabriela Sandoval.
Given its profile, the festival does not aim to show exclusively art-oriented
films, but privileges other forms of world cinema that might be more commercial. The curatorial line looks for what they consider a large diversity of ‘quality
cinema,’ that is to say, alternatives to Hollywood blockbusters. The festival’s
trademark has been its openness to auteur cinema that, even when appealing
to relatively large audiences, does not normally screen in Chilean commercial
showcases. Thus, the festival also aims to become an exhibition window in Chile
for novel, internationally recognized global cinema, attempting to position
itself, along with FICValdivia, in a cosmopolitan international arena.
In addition, SANFIC positions itself as a node for the development of Chilean
cinema. The festival aims to create different spaces to promote national cinema,
including the exhibition of national films – particularly Chilean directors’ first
and second films. The program therefore includes a national competition and
a national short-film competition, in addition to an international competition. Besides the exhibition program, the industry section of the festival seeks
to promote and train young Chilean and Latin American professionals. The
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section hosts various activities for the development of the local industry, such
as SANFIC NET, an audiovisual market, and training opportunities such as the
Work in Progress Latinoamericano (WIP LATAM), a competition for films in the
post-production stage in which the winners receive advice from a representative
of the Sundance Film Festival, and the Santiago Lab, a pitching competition for
projects in development. SANFIC has also hosted the Latin America Media
Arts Fund Workshop for documentary projects from the Tribeca Film Institute.
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Proliferation of local film festivals and local conditions of
production and circulation
Besides the larger and long-established festivals, many smaller regional events
have emerged in Chile since the early 2000s. Most of these take place in cities
and towns outside the metropolitan region of Santiago, organized to promote
local film audiences, and to offer local nodes for the encounter of Chilean
professionals, and in some cases international guests. Among other events,
2005 saw the creation of the Festival Internacional de Cine de Rengo (FECIR,
Rengo International Film Festival) in the O’Higgins region, 2007 the Festival
Internacional de Cine de Antofagasta (FICIANT, Antofagosta International
Film Festival) in the Antofagasta Region, 2008 the Festival de Cine Chileno de
Quilpué (FECICH, Quilpué Chilean Film Festival) in the Valparaíso Region
and the Festival de Cine de la Patagonia-Aysén (FECIPA, Patagonia-Aysén Film
Festival), and 2009 the Festival Internacional de Cine de Iquique (FICIQQ,
Iquique International Film Festival) in the Tarapacá region. These smaller festivals’ programs include films shown at the larger Chilean festivals such as
SANFIC and FICValdivia, but they are also competitive events that include
other international films. They are particularly interested, however, in showing
national and regional films, for which they have special sections and awards,
in order to promote local filmmakers.
One of the first festivals of this type was the Festival Internacional de Cine
de Lebu (FECIL Bío Bío, Lebu International Film Festival), founded in 1999 in
the Arauco province of the Bío Bío region. The festival was created by Claudia
Pino, an audiovisual communicator who sought to create a space to provide
cultural events in the area, particularly in the face of a lack of venues in the
province. In fact, the festival’s screenings originally took place not in a movie
theater but in a natural cave close to the sea (Caverna Benavides), which in time
became the event’s trademark. Similarly, other regional events were created to
open spaces for cinema-going in regions where cultural events were scarce,
given the centralized model of Chilean cultural life. For example, FECIR aims
to give the local community access to contemporary cinema, particularly within
the more rural areas of the O’Higgins Region. The festival organizers aim to
improve access to films in areas where there are no longer cinemas open to the
public, using the structure of the Teatro Municipal de Rengo and the Casa de la
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Cultura de Rosario to show films to the inhabitants of the small town of Rengo
and surrounding areas. The festival has also included travelling exhibition in
small rural villages.
Besides these events, several specialized festivals in the capital city of
Santiago have emerged in recent decades. The oldest, the Festival Internacional
del Cortometrajes de Santiago (FESANCOR, International Short Film Festival
of Santiago), created in 1993, has become an important showcase for short
films, and one of the most important events of its kind in Latin America.13
Vera Silva and Jaime Muñoz founded it as the ‘First Meeting of Short Films’
of Santiago, sponsored by the Catholic University. The first edition included
15 films from six countries, but it grew rapidly in the following years. In the
Chilean post-dictatorial context, the festival aimed to help establish a continuity of local film production, not only by rescuing and exhibiting Chilean
and Latin American film heritage, but also by constructing a space for debate
about the conditions of production and exhibition in the region. Throughout
its history, therefore, it has consistently included debates with and talks from
national and international experts. Nowadays, the festival mainly takes place in
the Cineteca Nacional de Chile (Chilean National Cinematheque) at the Centro
Cultural Palacio la Moneda (La Moneda Cultural Centre), and promotes the
presence of short films in television, cine-clubs, and film schools, including
fiction, documentary, animation, and experimental cinema.
Other specialized events in Santiago include the In-Edit Nescafé Festival de
Cine y Documental Musical (In-Edit Nescafé Music Film Festival, established
in 2004), the Festival de Cine Social y Antisocal (FECISO, Festival of Social
and Antisocial Cinema, established in 2007), the Cine//B independent film
festival (established in 2008), and the Festival Internacional de Cine de Mujeres
(FEMCINE, International Women’s Film Festival, established in 2011). In
addition, many other regional festivals specialize in different types of cinema,
such as the Festival de Cine Recobrado de Vaparaíso (Valparaíso Archival Film
Festival, established in 1997), the Festival Internacional de Cortometrajes de
Talca (FCT, Talca International Short Film Festival, established in 2005), the
Festival de Cine Documental de Puerto Varas (Puerto Varas International Film
Festival SURDOCS, established in 2004), the Festival de Cine Documental de
Chiloé (FIDOCHI, Documentary Film Festival of Chiloé, established in 2006),
and the Festival de la Diversidad de Valparaíso (DIVA Film Fest, Diversity Film
Festival of Valparaiso, established in 2013).
To a great extent, the emergence of these festivals has been the result of the
cultural policies supporting national cinema that Chilean Governments have
implemented in the last 20 years, which have meant increasing state support
for local production and the promotion of Chilean film. During the 1990s, the
center-left Concertación governments modified the institutional framework,
aiming for the development of the audiovisual arena in Chile through the creation of specialized institutions supporting arts and culture. In 2004, the Consejo
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del Arte y la Industria Audiovisual (CAIA, National Council of Audio-Visual
Art and Industry) was created, thanks to the long-awaited ‘Law of Cinema’
(N° 19.981), introduced that year. The CAIA began to create and coordinate
audiovisual policies, including a specific set of funds for the sector, the FFA.
These new funds14 were aimed at granting financial aid for the production and
diffusion of audiovisual projects via research scholarships, national film festivals, and other events (see CAIA [2007]). As a result, not only has the level of
production noticeably increased during the last decade (CAIA 2014), but also
the number of local film festivals, which have been sponsored by the Chilean
Government via these funds.
The expansion of local film festivals went hand in hand with the professionalization of the field and the expansion of the Chilean film professionals’
network. Professionalization has been linked to the emergence of film schools
in Chile since the mid-1990s,15 and the establishment of formal and informal
social networks among Chilean professionals, who now form part of a collaborative professional community, which has actively participated in the creation
and organization of local film festivals. The first film festivals, however, were
created by amateur film enthusiasts, who built particular initiatives supported
by private investment and regional institutions, and which later found support
from higher education institutions, regional governments, and the Chilean
state. As recalled by Rodrigo Piaggio, who has been involved in the creation
and organization of many of these events:
[In 2000] when I started [my first festival], I was 18, and in Chile besides Valdivia
[there were almost no festivals], and even then, it was not yet a cultural reference,
only an event for the city, at a time when there were only one or two film schools
in Chile and we had just begun to talk about the ‘boom’ of Chilean cinema.
After a few years, we began to realize that the government itself realized that it
was necessary to finance these events, which were born from nothing, from the
people aspiring to create greater access to culture and cinema … and [festivals]
began to emerge, to grow, to perfect themselves. None of us who started in film
festivals had a ‘culture of festivals’ … everything was done by intuition, by love
of what we were doing … until the time came when we had to professionalize
the matter, because […] we began to realize we were generating a really important space in the regions, in the places where festivals were done, and that this
thing was serious, not a game anymore. (M.-P. Peirano, Interview with Rodrigo
Piaggio, November 30, 2011,Valparaíso, translated from Spanish by the author)

The emergence of these festivals has been closely linked to the development
of the Chilean professional network, and they have become important nodes
for the encounter of the expanding network of professionals. They have been
part of the constitution of a renewed local scene, bringing together experienced and younger filmmakers, film students, and other important agents,
such as programmers, academics, critics, journalists, distributors, and professional organizations. Most festivals have also grown in relation to the dynamics
of the professional network. Thus, for example, they have become more and
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more ‘international’ as Chilean professionals have developed their connections
beyond the national borders, while at the same time they have contributed to
this internationalization. Festivals have facilitated the encounter with international agents who are invited, not only to show their films but also to participate
on juries, and/or as speakers in ‘industry events,’ masterclasses, and roundtable
discussions. As a result, they have provided a transnational platform for the
local scene.
The appearance of this variety of festivals also relates to the obstacles for the
circulation of ‘alternative’ cinema in Chile. As follows from the cases described
in this article, local festivals respond to precarious conditions of distribution
and exhibition. World independent cinema, Latin American cinema, and
particularly national film production face considerable disadvantages, linked
to the historical monopoly of big distribution companies, most of which are
dependent on US majors.16 Commercial American films sold to exhibitors fill
around 90% of movie screens (Bettati, González and Ordoñez 2012),17 and the
participation of Chilean cinema in the internal market is consequently very
low, with an average of 5.9% since 1997.18 Similarly to other South American
countries (see Getino 1996; Ross 2010), many Chilean cities and towns have
only multiplex showcases that belong to transnational theater chains, linked
to shopping malls. These cinemas show only Hollywood blockbusters, so local
festivals expand the cinema on offer, opening up access to non-Hollywood
films, including national ones. In addition, for smaller towns that do not have
any cinema at all, regional festivals are the only time when the inhabitants can
access a big screen close to home.

Conclusions
The emergence of Chilean film festivals has been interwoven with both local
and international trends, whose articulations have fostered a national festival
circuit connected to the global festival landscape. The expansion of Chilean
festivals reflects the blossoming of international film festivals worldwide and
the constraints on local exhibition in Chile, as well as being the result of the
specific political and economic conditions embedded in new national cultural
polices which have enabled their existence.
The trajectories of Chilean film festivals coincide with the construction of a
national field of film production, and reflect the international connections of the
Chilean professionals involved in the organization of these events. Festivals are
not only an important place for the exhibition and promotion of ‘alternative’ and
Chilean films, but also social sites that help foster relationships between Chilean
and international film professionals and students, who collaborate in the construction of the (trans)national film community producing contemporary
national cinema, as happens with other similar events worldwide (Iordanova
and Cheung 2010). The diversity of Chilean festivals and their particular paths
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are also evidence of the overlapping trends in the international film festival
circuit. Their educative and aesthetic roles have developed side by side with
a more recent economic component, turning them into not only sites for the
construction of local audiences and global cinephilia, but also business nodes
that attempt to help the expansion of smaller, alternative film industries such
as the Chilean one.
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Notes
1. 
Lampel and Meyer have defined field-configuring events as ‘temporary social
organizations such as tradeshows, professional gatherings, technology contests,
and business ceremonies that encapsulate and shape the development of
professions, technologies, market and industries’ (2008, 1026).
2. 
The movement known as the New Chilean Cinema is related to other branches
of the national culture of the 1960s, such as La Nueva Canción Chilena (The
New Chilean Song). The main representatives of the cinema movement are
Miguel Littín, Helvio Soto, Aldo Francia, Raúl Ruiz, Pedro Chaskel, and Patricio
Guzmán. Their films were part of the influential New Latin American Cinema
movement, whose main aims were to develop a national (and regional) anticolonialist culture (see Martin 1997).
3. 
A paoa is an indigenous mallet from Easter Island.
4. 
The organizers at the time agreed to name the event as the ‘first’ international
festival of Viña del Mar (although strictly speaking it was the fifth festival),
changing the numbering until today.
5. 
For example, it has included retrospectives of the countries of MERCOSUR and
especial sidebars for Spanish, Cuban, and Mexican film.
6. 
Bruno Bettati left this role when he became an advisor of the new Minister
President of the Consejo Nacional de la Cultura y de las Artes (CNCA, Culture
and Arts National Council), Claudia Barattini, in March 2014.
7. 
Extract from Gonzalo Maza’s speech at FICValdivia, 19 October 2011.
8. 
The festival organizers have established professional connections with other
cinephile-oriented festivals in Latin America (BAFICI, Mar del Plata, Ficunam)
and Europe (Locarno, Rome, Rotterdam, Vienna, and also Venice and Cannes).
9. 
Association with the IFFR means that some of the projects selected that require
co-production can attend CineMart.
10. Besides being supported by the Chilean state through the CAIA (see below),
the Festival has a strategic partnership with FICValdivia (through a network of
support with CULDOC), and also with the Masters in Documentary Film of
the Universidad de Chile, and professionals’ organizations such as CinemaChile
and ChileDoc.
11. The online platform is organized in association with the Chilean production
company Cinépata.
12. FIDOCS has invited several international figures in recent years, for example,
Haruka Hama (coordinator of the Yamagata Film Festival), Theodore Grouya
(Director American Documentary Film Festival), film critic (and ex-Director
of BAFICI) Quintín, Javier Packer-Comyn (Artistic Director Festival Cinema
du Reel), and filmmakers Richard Dindo, Cao Guimarães, Ginette Lavigne,
Mariana Otero, and Juan Carlos Rulfo.
13. According to the festival’s records, FESANCOR has reached at least 7,380,000
viewers, both in theaters and by other means (see FESANCOR [2015]).
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14. During the 1990s, previous to the creation of the CAIA and the FFA funds, Chile
had the Department of Audio-Visual and Cinema at the Ministry of Education
to design programs to support the film industry. It also introduced the Fondo
Nacional para el Desarrollo Cultural y las Artes (FONDART, National Fund for
the Development of Culture and the Arts), which provided public funding for
the sector. Additionally, in 2003 the government created the Consejo Nacional
de la Cultura y de las Artes (CNCA, Culture and Arts National Council), an
autonomous governmental institution that began to coordinate national cultural
policies and funds, among them the future CAIA.
15. In the early 1990s, the first two film schools in Santiago appeared: the ARCIS
University (1993) and the Escuela de Cine de Chile (Film School of Chile,
1995). These were founded by leading filmmakers and film critics, who saw an
opportunity to start professionalizing the field (Estévez 2005). Today, there are
a total of 17 universities and 15 professional institutes and technical training
centers that offer undergraduate film programs or training in the audiovisual
field (Parada 2011).
16. At the beginning of the 1990s, commercial distribution was controlled by two
subsidiary companies of North American ‘majors’, CONATE and UIP, based
in Santiago.
17. For a detailed analysis of world production and distribution trends, see Miller
et al. (2005) and Thussu (2006).
18. CAIA (2014). For many members of the Chilean professionals’ network,
this long-standing problem is the main flaw in the state policies that aim to
promote Chilean cinema. So far, even when Chilean policies have stimulated
the emergence of film festivals, they have not focused on the distribution of
national cinema, and this is one of the main obstacles to the expansion of the
local industry (see Bettati, González, and Ordoñez 2012; Trejo 2009).
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